
FIS™ has the financial footprint and long-term stability to be your best partner. 
For more than four decades, we have driven our success by fulfilling every need 
of financial institutions. Now, we are leveraging our size, strength, relationships 
and technology expertise to provide a merchant program that delivers payment 
solutions, security and support to meet the needs of your merchant customers.

Empowering you to grow and maximize income
As the world’s largest provider of technology and solutions to financial 
institutions around the world, FIS’ size and scale is unparalleled. We are 
uniquely positioned to leverage these relationships to provide you a 
partnership program with extraordinary merchant sales opportunities. 
FIS Merchant Solutions offers a fresh, new way to maximize your income.

We provide partners an incentive plan that’s hard to beat, to include the 
most lucrative up-front residual model in the industry and monthly 
performance bonus options. Clear and simple pricing, a free payment 
gateway, and low cost equipment purchase and lease options are just a 
few of the reasons that make our programs so attractive. We provide 
comprehensive partner and merchant training, wrapped with complete 
partner care and customized marketing support, access to a robust 
partner resource library and 24/7 merchant support.

Merchant Partner 
Programs 

Empowering you to win 
more deals

Partner with FIS Merchant 
Solutions to deliver a simple 
and secure payment 
experience for your customers.

www.fismerchantsolutions.com 

• First-class quality technology
and product innovation.

• Maximum security with
experience supporting more
than 289,000 merchant
locations worldwide.

• Best-in-class customer
service available 24/7.

• Industry leader with award-
winning payment technology
and recognition for
outstanding leadership.
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Why Choose FIS?

• Trusted leader in
financial technology with
experience you can trust.

• Flexible program options
to meet unique business
requirements and
revenue goals.

• Easy to reach U.S. based
product specialists with
deep experience.

• Expedited approvals and
next-day funding.

• Robust reporting,
simplifying your life.

• Competitive product mix
to meet merchant needs.

• Vertical market reach
with solutions that meet
the needs of large and
small businesses.

• Security and fraud
protection tools to help
meet the highest
compliance and
regulatory requirements.

• Competitive
compensation packages.

• Robust library with
product training guides,
sales tools, collateral,
product documentation
and more.

A trusted partner with experience you can trust
FIS offers a variety of partnership programs designed to meet the needs of 
your unique business requirements. We work with our partners and provide the 
right level of expertise needed to help you navigate the maze of new payment 
products, regulatory concerns, compliance issues and fraud risks.

Get started today
At FIS, our goal is to make our clients ready for what’s next, right now, 
transforming disruption into opportunity and providing our clients with the tools 
they need to stay ahead of technology and competition. We solve problems, 
crafting solutions that not only meet immediate needs, but grow and evolve as 
market conditions change. Start taking advantage today of award-winning 
technology and flexible programs designed to help you maximize revenue. To 
learn more about becoming an FIS Merchant Solutions partner, email us at 
getinfo@fisglobal.com or call us at 877.776.3706.

No expense, greater returns.
Simply recommend industry leading payment processing 
solutions and services to your valued merchant customers –and 
we will pay you back.

More revenue, less liability.
The Agent Partner Program is designed for agents that want to 
maintain a strong relationship with their merchant customers, 
without having the associated liability.

Your relationships, your terms.
Program delivers suite of solutions to meet the needs of your 
merchant customers –packaged with a revenue generating price 
model for you. By directly servicing your merchants, FIS’ ISO 
Partner Program enables the largest revenue opportunity for your 
business.

100% of generated revenue.
Designed for financial institutions with 500 or more merchants. 
The financial institution controls their entire program as a fully 
registered acquirer with their own card brand endpoints.
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